Regulation of π-stacked anthracene arrangement for fluorescence modulation of organic solid from monomer to excited oligomer emission.
The construction and precise control of the face-to-face π-stacked arrangements of anthracene fluorophores in the crystalline state led to a remarkable red shift in the fluorescence spectrum due to unprecedented excited oligomer formation. The arrangements were regulated by using organic salts including anthracene-1,5-disulfonic acid (1,5-ADS) and a variety of aliphatic amines. Because of the smaller number of hydrogen atoms at the edge positions and the steric effect of the sulfonate groups, 1,5-ADS should prefer face-to-face π-stacked arrangements over the usual edge-to-face herringbone arrangement. Indeed, as the alkyl substituents were lengthened, the organic salts altered their anthracene arrangement to give two-dimensional (2D) edge-to-face and end-to-face herringbone arrangements, one-dimensional (1D) face-to-face zigzag and slipped stacking arrangements, a lateral 1D face-to-face arrangement like part of a brick wall, and a discrete monomer arrangement. The monomer arrangement behaved as a dilute solution even in the close-packed solid state to emit deep blue light. The 1D face-to-face zigzag and slipped stacking of the anthracene fluorophores caused a red shift of 30-40 nm in the fluorescence emission with respect to the discrete arrangement, probably owing to ground-state associations. On the other hand, the 2D end-to-face stacking induced a larger red shift of 60 nm, which is attributed to the excimer fluorescence. Surprisingly, the brick-like lateral face-to-face arrangement afforded a remarkable red shift of 150 nm to give yellow fluorescence. This anomalous red shift is probably due to excited oligomer formation in such a lateral 1D arrangement according to the long fluorescence lifetime and little shift in the excitation spectrum. The regulation of the π-stacked arrangement of anthracene fluorophores enabled the wide modulation of the fluorescence and a detailed investigation of the relationships between the photophysical properties and the arrangements.